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Abstract

The paper demonstrates how co-working spaces, with their openness ideologies that
are not only manifested in sharing space, but also sharing knowledge and
generating access to nonhierarchical productive opportunities, are being subsumed
into reinforcing neoliberal exclusiveness. The paper questions the openness of co-
working spaces that reconciled with the dominant ideologies of 2011 Cairo, setting
the stage to the mushrooming of co-working spaces inside Cairo’s apartment
buildings as zones of relative freedom. Through space-time mapping of the
emergence of co-working spaces in Cairo, in addition to interviews with co-workers,
co-founders, and managers of co-working spaces, the spatial appropriation and
accessibility of co-working spaces are demonstrated. Using content analysis and
space syntax analysis, the study differentiates between two paradigmatic shifts in the
spatial appropriation of co-working spaces—from democratizing digital infrastructure
in the aftermath of 2011, to being subsumed by technological capitalist ventures by
the end of 2015 into a closed paradigm, they originally emerged to defy—and
compares between the spatial accessibility, visual accessibility, and social diversity of
the two waves of co-working spaces. Using Cairo’s co-working spaces as a case
study, this paper shows how ideologies of openness “neutral” as they may seem, can
serve to legitimize exclusiveness, emphasizing how ideas—as men—can be socially
located, and serve to legitimize a particular social situation.

Keywords: Co-working spaces, Mapping, Openness, Cairo, Spatial appropriation,
Spatial accessibility, Space syntax, Visual accessibility, Social diversity, Entrepreneurial
urbanism

Introduction
As the economy shifted from industrial manufacturing to service and knowledge sec-

tors, corporates started articulating their “core purpose” as an organizational and mo-

tivational principle to stand out in the market [1]. A corporate’s headquarters came to

represent not only a functional work environment but an image of the brand’s values

and ideologies.
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Co-working spaces—representing a flexible work style enabled by information and

communication technologies—have not only been offering just open work environ-

ments, with low physical barriers [2, 3], but also an open work culture that fosters col-

laborative work, and sharing of knowledge between entrepreneurs [2, 4, 5, 38, 39],

giving a sense of meaning through helping out [6].

“The co-working giant’s real product isn’t office space — it’s a new kind of ‘corpor-

ate culture’” [1].

The open work culture of co-working spaces fosters a language of autonomy and be-

longing at the same time [1]. It combines “independent” professionals, giving strength

and definition to the individual’s sense of independence, and providing freedom and

flexibility in terms of time/location/communication, within the structure of a co-

working community, even if some people do not collaborate at times [5].

Co-working spaces became considered territories that are accessed purposely to con-

struct and maintain network relations and perpetrate a market position [5]. Local inter-

actions at the co-working space would grant members—with good work reputation—

visibility to external local firms [4]. Co-working spaces have even been used as experi-

mental solutions after economic crises, to combine venture capitalism with social im-

pact, foster purpose-driven civic institutions; and cultivate entrepreneurship with new

civic orientation [7]. Co-working spaces emerged in areas where skilled labour forces

and business opportunities existed, within proximity to universities and research cen-

ters [8] or within proximity to business facilities [9].

High tech parks like “Smart village” represented the former model of open work envi-

ronments in Cairo—prior to co-working spaces; in the same sense of Thrift’s interpret-

ation of softer knowledge capitalism and open innovation [10]. The open work

environment in “Smart village” was represented in gathering information technology

companies and their different supporting institutions in one place [40], to decrease

physical barriers and build a community of work. Although “Smart village” was framed

in 2001 as an “open” work environment, the state’s gated “Smart village” satellite city

represented a typical neoliberal landscape of exclusion in Cairo.

The paper questions the openness of co-working spaces in Cairo, that emerged from

below—inside apartment buildings—defying the contemporary form of neoliberal

globalization, materialized in exclusive “prestige” projects, which resulted in a social

and economic disconnection between the majority of people and the development of

their city [11]. The study demonstrates how co-working spaces, with their openness

ideologies, that are not only manifested in sharing space, but also in sharing knowledge,

and generating access to nonhierarchical productive opportunities, are being subsumed

into reinforcing neoliberal exclusiveness as the prior tech parks.

Paradigm shifts in architectural theory and place typologies
Paradigm shifts are the essence of the development in any scientific field [12]. Accord-

ing to Kuhn [12], the development in any scientific field, and the understanding of any

phenomenon happens through reaching a common intellectual framework/paradigm,

and when anomalies increase between what the paradigm predicts and what it
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reveals—by observation or experiments—researchers start to question the paradigm it-

self and reach a new paradigm that better explains the phenomenon.

Traditional place typologies are witnessing a paradigm shift in the 21st century;

boundaries are blurring between first places: home, second places: work, and third

places1: public places on neutral ground where people can gather and interact [14]. Co-

living2 is combining elements of the first and second places, co-working3 elements of

the second and third places, and co-mingling4 elements of the first and third places

[14].

This paradigm shift in place typologies (blurring traditional place boundaries) high-

lights the importance of tacit knowledge, social interactions, networks, and the spatial

dimension of innovations in the knowledge economy of the post-industrial global city

[14] where being in the “right network” matters more than being in the “right place”

[15]. It also highlights the value shift of access over ownership, due to economic real-

ities, and environmental pressures together with the effectiveness of information and

communication technologies [16].

Work spaces, in particular, have been breaking from the physical constraints of cellu-

lar spaces in office buildings to an almost complete liberation from space, in a non-

territorial environment. Employees simply need to “connect to work”; not necessarily

needing the office. The office in the 21st century has become an opportunity for pro-

viding “face-to-face” interaction and collaboration, getting rid of cubicles and adding

social support spaces and hospitality services to aid knowledge transfer and communi-

cation. Global companies like Google, Yahoo, and Samsung started capitalizing on man

power and innovation, by designing their headquarters to create chance encounters

[17]. New work styles like teleworking reduced the average office space per employee,

from 30 m2 in 1995 to 20 m2 in 2013 [18].

The work place evolved from a physical place for administrative duties, after the in-

dustrial revolution, to become a place of power and decision making after the invention

of the telephone and the telegraph, where the work itself was mainly done on factory

floors [18]. The first efficient, purpose-built office spaces—that was designed by the

American Engineer, Frederick Taylor, in the beginning of the 20th century—crowded

workers in open environments, while bosses monitored their work from private offices

and established authority.

Socialist views of the 60s transformed work arrangements to depend on functions ra-

ther than organizational hierarchy. In 1968, Herman Miller introduced the office cubi-

cles known at the time as “action office”, with the first modular furniture system with

low dividers and flexible work surfaces. While in the 1980s, the cubicle concept was

taken to the extreme when the ranks of middle managers swelled; the divider walls be-

came higher restricting natural light and blunting collaboration. The link between

workplace design and organizational performance since the 1980s created some

1“Third places”: introduced by Ray Oldenburg in 2000, continuing his work about the importance of informal
public gathering places [13]
2Co-living provides shared accommodations and working areas to entrepreneurs [14].
3Co-working creates an atmosphere conducive to work and network in order to favor the exchange of
knowledge and to foster collaboration opportunities [14]
4Co-mingling mixes shared apartments and shared common spaces providing social interactions and
networking opportunities between its residents [14].
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pressing themes; among them were new work styles, the continuing expansion of IT

and its effect on communication, the internationalizing of branding, and sustainability

[19].

In Cairo, the concept of office buildings was not known until the 20th century. Ini-

tially, before functional office buildings emerged, offices would occupy other building

types, like old factories or residential buildings [20]. The first-designed office buildings

in Cairo had cellular space plan designs, and the building would be owned by a single

company/owner, like Misr insurance company office building by the architect Mah-

moud Riad in 1948 [20]. More democratic work spaces started emerging in Cairo from

the 1980s, occupying office buildings with rentable spaces, open floor plans, and ad-

vanced facilities and services, like “Nile towers” and “Cairo plaza” office buildings.

Nevertheless, social connections and nepotism formed a great part in Cairo’s work cul-

ture, as unemployment started increasing among highly educated youth in Cairo, in

addition to insufficient productive opportunities [21].

Methods
The specificity of the rise of co-working spaces in Cairo at a time of political temporal-

ity post 2011 was explored using space-time mapping of co-working spaces on the

Fig. 1 Locations of co-working spaces from which co-founders and managers were interviewed. Map
source https://www.citypopulation.de, elaboration by authors
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course of 3 years (from 2017 to 2020), questioning their openness ideologies, which are

not limited to sharing space, but also sharing knowledge, and generating access to non-

hierarchical productive opportunities.

Data was collected from virtual and physical mediums; Google maps, virtual social

media platforms of co-working spaces, and visits to the physical spaces, followed up by

semi-structured interviews. Different questions were posed for different groups of

people: co-workers, co-founders, and managers of co-working spaces. Thirty interviews

were conducted on the course of 4 months from October 2019 till February 2020. The

interviews were recorded with the prior verbal consent of the participants.

The co-workers sample of informants was a purposeful sample of 10 informants; to

include the two categories of co-workers explored: students and professionals. Co-

founders and managers sample comprised 20 informants from 10 pioneering co-

working spaces in Cairo that covered greater Cairo with multiple branches as shown in

Fig. 1 and were recurrently mentioned during interviews: “Almaqarr”, “The Junction”,

“Caravan”, “Booklet”, “Room squared”, “Urban station”, “Gezira sporting club co-

working space”, “Ebda3”, “Makanak”, and “Maze”. The co-working spaces used in the

study were founded in the period from 2012 to 2018 as shown in Table 1.

The evolution of spatial appropriation and accessibility of co-working spaces in Cairo

was analyzed using content analysis, in addition to space syntax analysis, based on Sas-

sen’s identification of an open city paradigm as “the ability of people to hack into the

city from ground up”, where hacking—in general—refers to the process of clever appro-

priation of existing technologies or infrastructures, or bending the logic of a particular

Table 1 Year of establishment of co-working spaces used for the study. Source: elaboration by the
authors

Name Branches Year

1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. AlMaqarr Heliopolis 2012

Heliopolis 2014

Downtown 2017

Al Gouna 2017

Heliopolis 2019

5th settlement 2019

2. 1. The Junction Dokki 2017

Zamalek 2019

3. Booklet Dokki 2013

4. Caravan Dokki 2015

5. 1. Room squared Dokki 2018

Madinet Nasr 2018

6. Urban station Mohandeseen 2016

7. Gezira club Zamalek 2020

8. 1. 1. Ebda3 Dokki 2012

Dokki 2015

Maddi 2019

9. 1. Makanak 12 Branches in: Maadi, 6th of October, Heliopolis, Madinet Nasr 2015

Madinet Nasr, Mohandeseen, Maadi 2018

10. Maze Dokki 2015
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system beyond its intended purposes or restrictions [22]. Visual accessibility, spatial ac-

cessibility, and social diversity of co-working spaces were compared from 2011 to 2015

to differentiate between the accessibility of co-working spaces at these two stages, ac-

cording to Abdel-Rasoul et al.’s [23] conceptual framework from the publicness rights

of any given public space.

Results: space-time mapping of co-working spaces in Cairo
Spatial appropriation shifts

The study differentiates between the spatial appropriation of two waves of co-working

spaces in Cairo, at a time of political temporality post 2011 and by the end of 2015,

with the emergence of global franchise of co-working spaces in Cairo. Nevertheless, the

openness ideologies presented by the global co-working spaces in 2015, reconciled with

the dominant ideologies in Cairo post 2011, reflected by a spike in the number of co-

working spaces (of both waves) in 2016, reaching double the number of co-working

spaces in 2015 as shown in Fig. 2. “Doing what you like is freedom” was the kind of slo-

gans andcatchwords used on the co-working spaces’ social media platforms.

Nonetheless, the same open environment of co-working spaces that allowed the co-

existence of different waves of co-working spaces, with a variety of activities and ser-

vices in the first place, created legal problems due to the ambiguity around the purpose

behind some of these co-working spaces. This ambiguity in return allowed room for in-

equality regarding which co-working space was given permission to operate, and this is

where power of relationships and connections came into play.

Mapping representation of co-working spaces from 2011 to 2014—in white borders as

shown in Fig. 3—demonstrates that post 2011, co-working spaces integrated within the

urban setting of the city of Cairo—28% of the co-working spaces emerged in Dokki, 22%

Fig. 2 Time line of co-working spaces’ development in Cairo, showing the number of co-working spaces
rising each year. Elaboration by authors
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in Nasr city, 22% in Heliopolis and Al Wayli districts, 22% in Maadi, and 6% in Down-

town. The first wave of co-working spaces spread with proximity to main public university

campuses that could no longer afford to accommodate public student life inside its cam-

puses [24]. One of the earliest co-working spaces that was founded in 2012 was even

named “Almaqarr”, meaning the headquarters in Arabic; representing the consistent need

to gather interested partners for collaborating on extra student activities.

Youth, the ordinary people—not necessarily having business backgrounds—started rent-

ing apartments within residential buildings to create the first wave of co-working spaces,

before they were officially recognized by the state, but they would find a gap in the states’

system and register under other categories, such as training centers. The term “co-work-

ing space” was not recognized by the co-founders themselves before 2014. Minimal spatial

appropriation of these apartment buildings would be carried out; with respect to these

youth’s modest means. Spatial appropriation could include demolishing some walls, enlar-

ging space openings for adequate sunlight to enter, and most importantly introducing a

new layer of internet infrastructure needed for working in the 21st century.

After 2015, greater investments—70,000/ 80,000 Egyptian pounds per month—were put

in co-working spaces as global corporates including: Google, Microsoft, and Vodafone,

Fig. 3 Mapping representation of co-working spaces in Greater Cairo districts, from 2011 to 2014 (indicated
by white borders) and their growth after the emergence of the second wave from 2015 to 2017 (indicated
by black borders). Map source https://www.citypopulation.de, elaboration by authors
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invaded the co-working scene. These bigger investments provided a wider range of rent-

ing options for the second wave of co-working spaces; they allowed renting spaces in

more prime locations, specifically designed for working, within office buildings. The Regus

co-working global network for example that has 3000 locations in 120 countries, pro-

moted its prime locations in Nile city business towers on its website as “one of the most

prestigious business addresses in the Egyptian capital next to the Nile”. The mapping rep-

resentation of co-working space expansion from 2015 to 2017—in black boarders as

shown in Fig. 3—shows that co-working spaces have expanded all over Greater Cairo

(reaching 31% in Dokki, 23% in Helipolis and Wayli, 19% in Nasr city, 9% in Maadi, 4% in

Downtown), extending to new satellite cities (12% in New Cairo and 3% in Sheikh Zayed).

Table 2 compares the spatial appropriations of the two waves of co-working spaces

from bottom–up inside apartment buildings with proximity to universities within the

city of Cairo, to top–down inside complex administrative buildings reaching new satel-

lite cities. The following sections demonstrate how the shift in co-working spaces’

spatial appropriation was affecting the spatial accessibility, visual accessibility, and so-

cial diversity of the co-working spaces.

First wave accessibility (2011)

Spatial accessibility

Space syntax analysis5 of Greater Cairo, shown in Fig. 4 (conducted by axial analysis6),

demonstrates how the co-working spaces spread in more spatially integrated areas in

Cairo, like Dokki, Heliopolis, and Nasr city—calculated by the closeness of each seg-

ment in the map to all other segments [26]—indicating that areas where co-working

spaces were emerging have higher pedestrian flow rates and attract retail land uses to

take advantage of the passing which in turn increases the original flows [25].

Zooming in on one of the highly concentrated districts in co-working spaces in Cairo,

Dokki district, Fig. 5 shows how co-working spaces spread within transit-oriented areas

(with a metro station) that indeed had youthful flows; emerging within walking dis-

tances from universities. Nevertheless, co-working spaces had controlled public access

point; access is not free of charge.

Visual accessibility

The first wave of co-working spaces have not been limited to main streets in Cairo,

with greater spatial exposure as demonstrated in Fig. 6. Even when co-working spaces

exist in main streets, no apparent architectural or urban change would be noticed out-

side the co-working space as shown in Fig. 6 as well. From the street level, hidden

Table 2 Shift in spatial appropriation of co-working spaces in Cairo. Source: elaboration by the
authors

1st Wave (2011) 2nd Wave (2015)

Spatial
appropriation

Bottom–up
With proximity to universities within
the City of Cairo.
Inside residential apartment buildings.

Top–down
Extended to new satellite cities, not necessarily close
to universities.
Occupying more prime locations within complex
office buildings and business parks.

5A quantitative method that describes patterns of spatial relationships [25].
6Axial analysis is a way of analyzing a spatial layout represented by an axial map [25].
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behind the barriers of apartment buildings, these co-working spaces could only be rec-

ognized from the gatherings of youth who came pouring in from nearby universities,

seeking something different. With the increasing demand on co-working spaces, co-

founders started seeking more visually accessible spaces from street level and occupying

bigger commercial units in ground floors, towards gradually increasing permeability

and space exposure of the co-working spaces.

Fig. 5 Youth flow to co-working spaces and presence from universities, schools, public transit, and private
lesson centers in Mesaha area in Dokki (largest concentration of co-working spaces). Map source https://
www.google.com/maps, elaboration by authors

Fig. 4 Space syntax integration analysis (Rn), representing the spatial integration of the areas where co-
working spaces emerged in Cairo post 2011 till 2014; red color indicates higher values of integration, blue
color indicates segregation and lower values. Elaboration by authors
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Social diversity

Co-working spaces foster collaborative work; having an “open” work setting, mostly

non-territorial, and work spaces were divided activity based not position based as

shown in Fig. 7. Youth represent the dominant social group; co-founders, co-workers,

managers and employees at co-working spaces have ages ranging from 20 to 39. Both

genders—male and female—are represented. Co-workers are mostly students, free-

lancers, and entrepreneurs. The variety of activities is demonstrated with statements

like “We are a co-working space where you can work, study, read, give and attend ses-

sions and workshops and even meditate” (The Junction Facebook page).

Although co-working spaces of the first wave demanded entrance fees for their services,

the fees were affordable for a wide range of youth/students (starting from 5 EGP per hour

or 15 EGP for the whole day). “Caravan” co-working spaces provided recording and re-

hearsing studios that were more accessible to youth from limited/exclusive studios of

Downtown Cairo (known for being Cairo’s cultural hub), attracting even bigger corporates

in the media fields later on. Other co-working spaces like “Booklet” and “ebda3” (meaning

creativity in Arabic) made parallel book fairs, at the same time of the main national book

fair, with cheaper prices, to make literature more accessible to a wider public of youth.

Socially responsible capacity building initiatives like “Career Advancers” -that

emerged within this network of co-working spaces, aside from sharing available job op-

portunities on their website and social media pages for a wider audience, they encour-

aged standing up to discriminating job offers; that targeted a specific gender/ certain

university graduates over others, etc.; providing alternative opportunities for productive

encounters, and nonhierarchical empowerment.

Second wave accessibility (2015)

Spatial accessibility

Although co-working spaces were expanding all over Greater Cairo, increasing the

range of business/ initiative mobility, not limiting their reach to a certain neighborhood

Fig. 6 The residential building (on the left) that accommodates “The Junction co-working space”; one of
the co-working spaces in Dokki area (on the right): the junction co-working space. Map source https://www.
google.com/maps, elaboration and picture captured by authors
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or community; they were gradually rising in new satellite cities (Sheikh Zayed, and

New Cairo), that are more spatially segregated—as demonstrated in space syntax ana-

lysis in Fig. 8—and car-dependent areas.

Even when co-working spaces were expanding within the same spatially integrated

neighborhoods, choice of location differed from those of the first wave of co-working

Fig. 8 Space syntax integration analysis (Rn); representing the expansion of co-working spaces till 2017, and
the spatial segregation of new areas from 2015; red color indicates higher values of integration; blue color
indicates segregation and lower values. Elaboration by authors

Fig. 7 A representation of co-working spaces; work environment fostering collaborative work: The Junction
co-working space, elaboration by authors
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spaces. The second wave of co-working spaces started occupying zones with more con-

trolled public access points like the Greek campus and Gezira sporting club. The Greek

campus is a “gated” high tech park integrated within the city center in Downtown

Cairo, and home to more than 130 start-ups. “Gezira sporting club” is an exclusive

membership “elite” club. A co-working space would create even more controlled spaces

within these controlled premises—needing further membership—to provide “better”

spaces for working and collaborations.

Visual accessibility

The co-working spaces of the second wave started becoming more visually accessible,

having more spatial exposure and permeability. Figure 9 demonstrates the approach to

The Urban station co-working space; exposed to two important streets occupying the

ground floor of a complex administrative building with a permeable façade. Standard-

ized designs (interior and exterior) started to be noticed as well as shown in Fig. 10. As

technological global firms started rebranding co-working spaces in Cairo.

Social diversity

Although co-working spaces of the second wave became more spacious7, including

more hospitality services to support collaborative work in an open work environment,

like coffee shops as shown in Fig. 11, the mobile applications that were used for sharing

knowledge and acquiring services in the first wave were becoming deployed by some

co-working spaces of the second wave to control access. Certain zones started to be

confined to members only, and access to these areas would be through scanning mem-

bers’ mobile phones through added electronic gates.

Fig. 9 Administrative building (on the left) accommodating Urban station co-working space; situated in an
administrative area on Gamet el Dowal and Wadi el Nile Street (on the right) in Mohandessen area near
Dokki area, in Cairo. Map source https://www.google.com/maps, elaboration by authors

7The area of a typical co-working space from the second wave would be around 800–1000 m2 compared with
250 m2 in the first wave of co-working spaces.
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As the second wave of co-working spaces invested in prime locations -in comparison

with the former wave of co-working spaces, entry fees were raised consequently. Co-

working spaces started charging around 2000–3000 Egyptian pounds per month for the

use of the shared spaces and “no student would pay this amount” as indicated by foun-

ders and co-workers of the first wave. Students could no longer afford this second wave

of co-working spaces that were targeting a certain social class of entrepreneurs. The

variation of entry fees among different branches of the same co-working space, depend-

ing on the socioeconomic level of the neighborhood, shows as well how capital forces

started undermining people’s accessibility to the co-working spaces.

Discussion
Space-time mapping of co-working spaces in Cairo demonstrates a paradigmatic shift;

from openness in the aftermath of 2011, to being controlled by technology investment

capital, by the end of 2015. Despite the spatial enclosures and visual barriers inside

apartment buildings, the first wave of co-working spaces was more accessible than the

second one, as shown in Table 3, enabling youth to express their individuality and have

active presence in the public life of the city [27].

By the collaborative consumption/sharing of apartments (high assets and underuti-

lized) in political temporality of Tahrir square post 2011—which expanded youth im-

aginative horizons, and empowered them to utilize the city at its full potential—youth

were able to hack into the city and modify it, “access” these new urban commons, avoid

high real estate investments, generate nonhierarchical productive opportunities, and

find an alternative to the upscale coffee shops that provided young upper middle class

professionals with new forms of self-presentation from mid 1990s onwards and played

a great role in shaping Cairo’s up-to-date exclusive modernity [11].

7The area of a typical co-working space from the second wave would be around 800–1000 m2 compared with
250 m2 in the first wave of co-working spaces.

Fig. 10 Urban station pic in Egypt on the left and in Argentina on the right.
Source: http://www.enjoyurbanstation.com/
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On the other hand, the spatial selective nature of the second wave of co-working

spaces, by the end of 2015—as higher corporate investments allowed more renting op-

tions—limited youth’s access to the co-working spaces. While becoming more visually

accessible, with more space exposure and permeability from the street level, students

and the wider majority of youth could no longer afford to access these co-working

spaces.

The usage of electronic gates, in providing membership zones demonstrate how tech-

nology shifted from being in dialogue with the people—enabling open knowledge dy-

namics and generating nonhierarchical productive encounters—to being in command,

unlike the open city framework that is never complete and can constantly be made for

better or for worse [28], the same way “smart city” narratives became controlled by

high tech firms, where “Smart urbanism” is subsumed into an entrepreneurial mode,

and linked with austerity measures [29], where benefits to the wider citizenry are sec-

ondary to the attraction of multinational corporations and foreign investments (Wiig,

2015) [30].

While the narrative of entrepreneurialism has been viewed in the light of the ideo-

logical dimension of globalization, where cities’ view of “economic” globalization is

Table 3 Comparison between co-working space accessibility of the first and second waves. Source:
elaboration by the authors

1st wave (2011) 2nd wave (2015)

Spatial
accessibility

More integrated
Walkable/transit oriented
Moderately controlled public access points (not
free of charge)

More segregated
More car dependent
More controlled public access points (within
gated areas)

Visual
accessibility

Less spatial exposure
More barriers

More spatial exposure
More permeable

Social diversity Affordable for a wider socioeconomic class Affordable for an exclusive socioeconomic
class

Fig. 11 More hospitality services for the open work environment of the second wave of co-working spaces;
integrating of coffee shops within the co-working spaces of the second wave: Urban station co-working
space, elaboration by authors
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advanced through the state’s adaptation to entrepreneurial policies that make it easier

for the work of globalization to be done [31]. The spatially selective nature of entrepre-

neurial urbanism within cities and the shift it creates in the state’s role of urban re-

development have been questioned [32].

The study builds upon Lorne’s argument that the “open” spaces of co-working are

unevenly experienced, exclusionary, and reinforce hierarchies in the name of network-

ing, community, and innovation [7] and confirms the possibility of hijacking sharing

ventures by capitalist ventures under the name of “sharing” [16], which can be identi-

fied when these ventures—under the name of sharing—no longer respond to the au-

thentic needs of the community and become not accessible to all [16], like the example

of Airbnb (the real estate sharing venture), as their listings were used as a tool for land-

lords to evict low-wage renters in the city [33] and the decline in urban commons [34].

The study does not overlook the importance of generating profit from co-working

spaces to secure their existence. It only seeks to highlight the importance of establish-

ing democratic control over the deployment of the profit through urbanization, without

jeopardizing urban commons, by socialization of profit production and distribution,

since much of the corruption attached to urban politics result from the relation be-

tween those who produce the products and those who appropriate it for private gain

[35].

Conclusions
The paper demonstrates how openness ideologies of co-working spaces—that recon-

ciled with the dominant ideologies in Cairo post 2011—mobilized from below, inside

apartment buildings with proximity to public universities, were later subsumed by

technological global companies by the end of 2015 into profit-making agendas, putting

more investments in prime locations within complex administrative buildings.

Even though co-working spaces were acquiring more space exposure and permeabil-

ity from the street level, they were becoming more spatially segregated, with more con-

trolled public access points like gated technological parks, and the wider majority of

youth could no longer afford to access.

Using Cairo’s co-working spaces as a case study, this paper shows how ideologies of

openness can serve to legitimize exclusiveness. It shows how ideas—as men—are so-

cially located, and can be witnessed when ideas serve to legitimize a particular social

situation [36], emphasizing why “ideologies ‘neutral’ as they may seem need to be ques-

tioned and must not go unchallenged” (Foucault, 1975) [37].
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